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Recess Warriors: Hero Is a Four-Letter Word
Oct 10 2020 Saving the world... one playground at a time.
When imaginations go wild in the schoolyard, anything can happen. Normal kids become world-saving
heroes, girls become power-hungry pirates, and zombies take over the school after being infected by
the dreaded epidemic--cooties It's up to Scrap, his partner Yoshi (don't you dare call her a sidekick ),
and Clinton, the baddest cowboy in the, um, badlands, to stop recess from collapsing into total
apocalyptic chaos. With dynamic full-color art and nonstop action, Recess Warriors is an irresistibly fun
middle-grade graphic novel from Marcus Emerson, the creator of the hit self-published series, Diary of a
6th Grade Ninja.
Warriors: The Untold Stories Jun 05 2020 Discover who saved Hollyleaf, why Mistystar threatened
Mothwing, and how Cloudstar tried to save SkyClan, as secrets from the Warriors series are revealed.
Warriors Super Edition: Firestar's Quest
Jun 17 2021 An epic stand-alone adventure in Erin Hunter’s
#1 nationally bestselling Warriors series! Set just after the events of Warriors #6: The Darkest Hour, this
Super Edition follows the ThunderClan leader Firestar on a quest to uncover a long-forgotten truth. It is
a time of peace between the warrior Clans, and all four are thriving. Then Firestar, leader of
ThunderClan, discovers a terrible secret: the warrior ancestors of StarClan have lied to him. Firestar
must embark on a perilous journey to right their wrong—and nothing will ever be the same again. Join

the legion of fans who have discovered the epic adventures, fierce warrior cats, and thrilling fantasy
world of the mega-bestselling Warriors series. This stand-alone entry is perfect for new readers and
dedicated fans alike.
A Forest Divided Sep 28 2019 For use in schools and libraries only. Discover the origins of the warrior
Clans in the fifth book of this thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author Erin
Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the Clans, when the
cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the warrior code. The spirit-cats have spoken: to
survive, the cats from the mountains must grow and spread like the Blazing Star. Clear Sky believes the
only way to grow is to band together again, but few cats are willing to ally with him. While Tall Shadow
plans to establish a new camp in the pine forest, River Ripple is content by the water, and Wind Runner
has made her own home on the moor. The time has now come for all cats to decide where they will liveand where their allegiances truly lie. Dawn of the Clans #5: A Forest Divided also contains an exclusive
bonus scene and a teaser to the next Warriors adventure.
Warriors: Power of Three #5: Long Shadows
Jan 13 2021 Erin Hunter's #1 nationally bestselling
Warriors series continues in Warriors: Power of Three—now featuring fierce new art. The fifth book in
this third series, Warriors: Power of Three #5: Long Shadows, brings more adventure, intrigue, and
thrilling battles to the epic world of the warrior Clans. As doubt sweeps through the forest, Jaypaw,
Lionblaze, and Hollyleaf are determined to convince the Clans that StarClan is still vitally important to
the warrior code. But darkness lurks in the most unexpected places, and one cat is about to reveal a
secret that will rock ThunderClan to its core.
Warriors: The New Prophecy #6: Sunset
Feb 11 2021 Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors
series continues in Warriors: The New Prophecy—now featuring fierce new art. The sixth book in this
second series, Warriors: The New Prophecy #6: Sunset, brings more adventure, intrigue, and thrilling
battles to the epic world of the warrior Clans. As shadows of the past continue to plague the forest,
Brambleclaw is haunted by a dark figure on a dangerous quest for revenge, and must struggle to
remain true to his Clan. A sinister path is unfolding and the time is coming for certain warriors to make
the choices that will determine their destinies…and the destiny of all the Clans. Supports the Common
Core State Standards
Warriors: A Vision of Shadows Box Set: Volumes 1 to 6
Jan 01 2020 Erin Hunter's #1 nationally
bestselling Warriors series continues in Warriors: A Vision of Shadows! This box set includes all six
books in the Vision of Shadows series and is perfect for the collections of long-time Erin Hunter fans
and readers new to the Warriors world. For the first time, all five warrior Clans are united in their
territories around the lake--but establishing a new peace, and new borders, will not be easy, especially
when a dangerous rogue threatens to tear ShadowClan apart. Full of epic adventure and thrilling
intrigue, this fifth Warriors series follows the events of Omen of the Stars.
Warriors #5: A Dangerous Path Aug 27 2019 Join the legion of fans who have made Erin Hunter’s
Warriors series a #1 national bestseller—with new editions featuring a striking new look! More thrilling
fantasy, fierce warrior cats, and epic adventures await in Warriors #5: A Dangerous Path. ShadowClan
has chosen Tigerclaw as their new leader, and Fireheart fears that this old enemy still harbors dark
plans for vengeance on his former Clan. A mysterious threat has invaded the forest, placing every cat’s
life in peril. And Fireheart’s beloved leader has turned her back on their warrior ancestors. Fireheart
can’t help but wonder if she’s right—has StarClan abandoned them forever? Supports the Common
Core State Standards
Warriors: The Broken Code #6: A Light in the Mist
Mar 03 2020 The #1 bestselling Warriors series
continues with the thrilling conclusion to the epic Broken Code story arc. When fear reigns supreme,
only hope can save the Clans. The impostor’s reign of terror has brought the Clans to the brink of
destruction, and now, every warrior—living and dead—must unite to defeat him before he delivers his
final blow. To ensure their future and protect their past, StarClan, the Dark Forest, and all five Clans
must band together to turn back the tide of darkness—before the impostor’s fury destroys them all.
Packed with action and intrigue, this sixth Warriors series unfolds after the events of A Vision of

Shadows.
Warriors: A Vision of Shadows #4: Darkest Night
Jul 07 2020 Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors
series continues in A Vision of Shadows #4: Darkest Night. This edition includes a double-sided jacket
with a bonus poster! SkyClan has returned to its rightful place among the other four warrior Clans,
hoping to find a new territory to call home. But not every cat is convinced that this is where SkyClan
belongs—and the fate of all five warrior Clans remains uncertain. Full of epic adventure and thrilling
intrigue, this fifth Warriors series is the perfect introduction for readers new to the Warriors world—while
for dedicated fans, it’s a long-awaited return to the era of Bramblestar’s ThunderClan, after the events
of Omen of the Stars.
Warriors: The New Prophecy #4: Starlight
Feb 23 2022 Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling
Warriors series continues in Warriors: The New Prophecy—now featuring fierce new art. The fourth book
in this second series, Warriors: The New Prophecy #4: Starlight, brings more adventure, intrigue, and
thrilling battles to the epic world of the warrior Clans. Before there is peace, blood will spill blood…. The
Clans have finally arrived in their new home, and now they must struggle to establish territories and
learn the hidden dangers of this unfamiliar world. Most important, they must find a replacement for the
Moonstone—a place to communicate with StarClan. But more than one cat is harboring sinister plans
that could lead to violence and darkness, and as the warriors wait for a sign, they begin to realize that
the threats they face in the forest may not be as perilous as the threats they face from within. Supports
the Common Core State Standards
Warriors: Tales from the Clans Jan 31 2020 Three novellas featuring the cats of Erin Hunter's #1
bestselling Warriors series—together in print for the first time! In Warriors: Tales from the Clans,
experience three stand-alone adventures, previously available as individual digital-only titles:
Tigerclaw's Fury: Cast out of ThunderClan as a traitor, Tigerclaw will not rest until he has his revenge
on Bluestar, Fireheart, and the rest of his former Clanmates. First, though, he must become Tigerstar of
ShadowClan. . . . Leafpool's Wish: Leafpool always knew medicine cats weren't meant for love . . . until
she fell for the WindClan warrior Crowfeather. But how will she keep her greatest secret? Dovewing's
Silence: In the aftermath of the battle with the Dark Forest, Dovewing's powers have faded—and she
struggles to adjust to life as an ordinary warrior.
Fire and Ice Nov 30 2019 The second of six titles, set in a rich feline fantasy world. Firepaw, the warrior
brave, is now Fireheart, warrior cat. Fireheart finds new danger lurking in the woods as the chill of
winter sets in. This new series will have particular appeal for fans of Brian Jacques' Redwall series.
Fireheart could hear a roaring around him, like wind in tall trees. The acrid stench of the Thunderpath
stung his nostrils, together with a new smell, sharper and more terrifying. Fire WindClan is missing, and
hostilities between the remaining three clans place all the cats in peril. Illness and tragic accidents
weaken the camp, and ThunderClan needs all its warriors to defend itself... but Fireheart suspects that
certain cats may not be as loyal as they appear.
Warriors Nov 22 2021 Full of never-before-seen stories, full-color artwork, and captivating details about
the warrior Cat clans, Warriors: The Ultimate Guide is a must-have addition to any Warriors collection.
This gorgeous digital edition includes: Full-color illustrations and in-depth biographies of important
characters from the series, including all the content from Warriors: Cats of the Clans Never-before-seen
art and detailed backstories for forty more cats Maps of each territory featured in the Warriors novels
An in-depth look at each of the five warrior Clans This field guide is a fantastic introduction to the
Warriors world for new readers, and an indispensable resource for longtime fans.
Warriors: Power of Three #4: Eclipse
Jul 19 2021 Erin Hunter's #1 nationally bestselling Warriors
series continues in Warriors: Power of Three—now featuring fierce new art. The fourth book in this third
series, Warriors: Power of Three #4: Eclipse, brings more adventure, intrigue, and thrilling battles to the
epic world of the warrior Clans. As Jaypaw, Hollypaw, and Lionpaw struggle with the weight of their
destinies, a mysterious warning shakes the Clans' faith in their ancestors. All four Clans are in
danger—and the fate of the warrior code now rests in the paws of three apprentices.
Warriors: Exile from ShadowClan Dec 12 2020 The warrior cats leap off the page in this original full-

color adventure--a stand-alone graphic novel set in the wild world of Erin Hunter's #1 bestselling
Warriors series. On the verge of a bitter leaf-bare, ShadowClan stands on the brink of its own
destruction. When battle-obsessed Brokenstar banishes Nightpelt and the rest of ShadowClan's elders
to the farthest edges of Clan territory, Nightpelt is shocked at his cruelty. But he's determined to ensure
he and his fellow exiles survive the coming frost--and live to reclaim a ShadowClan that takes care of its
own. Set during the events of Warriors: The Prophecies Begin, this action-packed, stand-alone
adventure is perfect for longtime Erin Hunter fans and new readers alike. The bestselling Warriors
series in full-color graphic novel form makes an excellent gift. Other Warriors graphic novels include
Warriors: Winds of Change and Warriors: A Shadow in RiverClan. Real them all!
The Dragon Warrior May 17 2021 "An exhilarating tale. . . Readers will be enthralled." --J.C.
Cervantes, New York Times bestselling author of The Storm Runner A debut novel inspired by Chinese
mythology, this middle-grade fantasy follows an outcast as she embarks on a quest to save the world
from demons--perfect for fans of Aru Shah and the End of Time and The Serpent's Secret. As a
member of the Jade Society, twelve-year-old Faryn Liu dreams of honoring her family and the gods by
becoming a warrior. But the Society has shunned Faryn and her brother Alex ever since their father
disappeared years ago, forcing them to train in secret. Then, during an errand into San Francisco,
Faryn stumbles into a battle with a demon--and helps defeat it. She just might be the fabled Heaven
Breaker, a powerful warrior meant to work for the all-mighty deity, the Jade Emperor, by commanding
an army of dragons to defeat the demons. That is, if she can prove her worth and find the island of the
immortals before the Lunar New Year. With Alex and other unlikely allies at her side, Faryn sets off on a
daring quest across Chinatowns. But becoming the Heaven Breaker will require more sacrifices than
she first realized. . . What will Faryn be willing to give up to claim her destiny? This richly woven
contemporary middle-grade fantasy debut, full of humor, magic, and heart, will appeal to readers who
love Roshani Chokshi and Sayantani DasGupta.
Warriors: The New Prophecy #1: Midnight
Nov 10 2020 Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling
Warriors series continues in Warriors: The New Prophecy! The first book in this second series,
Warriors: The New Prophecy #1: Midnight, brings more adventure, intrigue, and thrilling battles to the
epic world of the warrior Clans. The wild cats of the forest have lived in peace and harmony for many
moons—but now, strange messages from their warrior ancestors speak of terrifying new prophecies and
a mysterious danger. Brambleclaw, a warrior of ThunderClan, may be the cat with the fate of the forest
in his paws. Now he will need all the courage and strength of the greatest warriors to save the Clans.
Warriors: The New Prophecy #1: Midnight
Apr 27 2022 Darkness, air, water, and sky will shake the
forest to its roots. Brambleclaw, a warrior of ThunderClan, has received an ominous new prophecy from
StarClan that speaks of a mysterious danger. Now he will need the courage of the greatest warriors to
save the Clans.
Warriors: Power of Three #1: The Sight
Mar 27 2022 Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors
series continues in Warriors: Power of Three! The first book in this third series, Warriors: Power of
Three #1: The Sight, brings more adventure, intrigue, and thrilling battles to the epic world of the warrior
Clans. Hollypaw, Jaypaw, and Lionpaw—grandchildren of the great leader Firestar—possess unusual
power and talent. But secrets and uncertainty surround them, and a mysterious prophecy hints at
trouble to come. The warrior code is in danger, and these three apprentices will need all of their
strength to help the Clans survive.
Warriors: Enter the Clans Aug 20 2021 Discover the secrets of Erin Hunter’s #1 bestselling Warriors
series. Enter the world of the warrior Clans… In this two-in-one field guide, get an indispensable
insider’s look at the world of the five warrior cat Clans. The perfect addition to any Warriors fan’s
collection, this paperback special edition includes two companion books in one volume: Warriors Field
Guide: Secrets of the Clans: Learn about the origin of the Clans, their history and legends, and the
training, traditions, and rituals involved in the lifelong path of a warrior. Warriors: Code of the Clans:
Discover the origins of the warrior code, which governs how Clan cats live side by side in times of war
and peace, with untold stories from the Warriors world and beautiful black-and-white illustrations.

Warriors: A Starless Clan #1: River May 29 2022 A thrilling new adventure begins in Erin Hunter’s #1
bestselling Warriors series! They have always lived by the code—but only change can keep the peace. A
new age is dawning on the warrior Clans. Now a new generation of warriors rises—one wrestling with
the legacy of his great ancestor Firestar, one seeking to protect her troubled Clan, and one yearning to
prove herself as a medicine cat—as leaders from all five Clans agree that the Warrior Code must be
reformed. But when tragedy strikes RiverClan, old fears will threaten the new peace… unless these
three young cats can calm the coming storm. This seventh epic Warriors series is full of action, intrigue,
and adventure. This first book is the perfect introduction for new readers, while long-time fans will
discover what unfolds after the events of The Broken Code.
Warriors #2: Fire and Ice Dec 24 2021 Join the legion of fans who have made Erin Hunter’s Warriors
series a #1 national bestseller—with new editions featuring a striking new look! More thrilling fantasy,
fierce warrior cats, and epic adventures await in Warriors #2: Fire and Ice. Deep in the heart of the
forest, four Clans of warrior cats coexist in uneasy harmony—but uncertain times are upon them, and
dangers threaten the precarious balance of the forest. Fireheart is a ThunderClan warrior now, but his
troubles are far from over. The cats of rival RiverClan grow restless, while WindClan is weak and faces
threats from all sides. Now Fireheart faces not only imminent battle, but betrayal from within his own
Clan. Supports the Common Core State Standards
Warriors: Cats of the Clans Apr 03 2020 Hear the stories of the great warriors as they've never been
told before! Cats of the Clans is chock-full of visual treats and captivating details, including full-color
illustrations and in-depth biographies of important cats—from fierce Clan leaders to wise medicine cats
to the most mischievous kits, as well as loners, rogues, and kittypets. This collectible guide is a great
introduction to the Warriors series for new fans and is indispensable for those already hooked!
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans Box Set: Volumes 1 to 6
Jan 25 2022 Discover the origins of the warrior
Clans in this thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author Erin Hunter! This box
set—featuring a striking new look—includes all six books in the Dawn of the Clans prequel series, and is
perfect for the collections of longtime Erin Hunter fans or readers new to the Warriors world. For many
moons, a tribe of cats has lived near the top of a mountain, where prey is scarce and the seasons are
harsh. A group of brave young cats sets off in search of a better home… but the dangers of their new
world threaten to divide them. They must find a new way to live side by side—or risk tearing one another
apart.
Warriors: Power of Three #6: Sunrise
Oct 22 2021 Erin Hunter's #1 nationally bestselling Warriors
series continues in Warriors: Power of Three—now featuring fierce new art. The sixth book in this third
series, Warriors: Power of Three #6: Sunrise, brings more adventure, intrigue, and thrilling battles to the
epic world of the warrior Clans. The secret of Hollyleaf's, Jayfeather's, and Lionblaze's true identities
has been revealed, but one shocking question remains unanswered. Now Clanmate will turn upon
Clanmate, and one more warrior may be lost forever….
The Prince Warriors Jun 29 2022 Based on Ephesians 6:10–18, The Prince Warriors is the first book in
an epic middle reader series that brings to life the invisible struggle occurring in the spiritual realm.
Warriors: The New Prophecy #5: Twilight Sep 20 2021 Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors
series continues in Warriors: The New Prophecy—now featuring fierce new art. The fifth book in this
second series, Warriors: The New Prophecy #5: Twilight, brings more adventure, intrigue, and thrilling
battles to the epic world of the warrior Clans. New territory brings new troubles for the fierce cats of the
warrior Clans, and former allies are acting strangely hostile. As divisions between the Clans grow
deeper, Firestar’s daughters face troubling decisions. The choices they make now could affect
ThunderClan for generations to come…and with an unexpected enemy preparing to attack, their courage
and strength will be needed more than ever if the Clan is to survive. Supports the Common Core State
Standards
Warriors Box Set: Volumes 1 to 6 Nov 03 2022 Epic adventures. Fierce warrior cats. A thrilling fantasy
world. It all begins here. Read the books that began a phenomenon—and join the legion of fans who
have made Erin Hunter’s Warriors series a #1 national bestseller. This box set includes all six books in

the first Warriors arc, and is perfect for the collections of longtime Erin Hunter fans and readers new to
the Warriors world. For generations, four Clans of wild cats have shared the forest according to the
laws laid down by their ancestors. But now ThunderClan is in grave danger. Rival ShadowClan is
growing stronger, a traitor may be hiding in their midst, and rising tensions threaten every cat in the
forest. In the dark days ahead, ThunderClan’s fate will rest in the paws of an unexpected hero: an
ordinary house cat named Rusty…who may yet turn out to be the bravest warrior of them all.
Warriors #1: Into the Wild (summer Reading)
Sep 01 2022 When Rusty, an ordinary housecat,
becomes ThunderClan's new apprentice, he realizes that his past life has not prepared him for the
hardships he now faces and so must work extra hard to prove he can be a true warrior.
Twilight Jun 25 2019 For use in schools and libraries only. After the warrior cat Clans settle into their
new homes, the harmony they once had disappears as the clans start fighting each other, until the day
their common enemy, the badger, invades their territory.
Warriors Super Edition: SkyClan's Destiny
Mar 15 2021 The return of a long lost clan . . . The newly
reunited SkyClan is thriving under Leafstar's leadership. As new apprentices and warriors move
through the ranks, Leafstar is determined to believe that SkyClan's future is bright. But outside threats
continue to plague the Clan, and as dissent grows from within, Leafstar must face the one question she
dreads: Is SkyClan meant to survive?
Warriors: Power of Three #1: The Sight
Aug 08 2020 Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally bestselling Warriors
series continues in Warriors: Power of Three! The first book in this third series, Warriors: Power of
Three #1: The Sight, brings more adventure, intrigue, and thrilling battles to the epic world of the warrior
Clans. Hollypaw, Jaypaw, and Lionpaw—grandchildren of the great leader Firestar—possess unusual
power and talent. But secrets and uncertainty surround them, and a mysterious prophecy hints at
trouble to come. The warrior code is in danger, and these three apprentices will need all of their
strength to help the Clans survive.
Warriors #1: Into the Wild Jul 31 2022 Fire alone can save our Clan... For generations, four Clans of
wild cats have shared the forest according to the laws laid down by the powerful ancestors. But the
warrior code is threatened, and the ThunderClan cats are in grave danger. The sinister ShadowClan
grows stronger every day. Noble warriors are dying -- and some deaths are more mysterious than
others. In the midst of this turmoil appears an ordinary housecat named Rusty . . . Who may yet turn out
to be the bravest warrior of them all.
Forest of Secrets Sep 08 2020 Fireheart sprang to his paws at once. "And who gave you the right to
question our loyalty?" he spat
Rising Storm Apr 15 2021 "You will let us pass!" Bluestar hissed. Fireheart froze as he saw his reader
flexing her claws and raising her hackles, ready to attack
Warriors: The New Prophecy Box Set: Volumes 1 to 6
Oct 02 2022 Erin Hunter’s #1 nationally
bestselling Warriors series continues in Warriors: The New Prophecy! This box set—featuring striking
new art—includes all six books in the second Warriors series and is perfect for the collections of
longtime Erin Hunter fans and readers new to the Warriors world. The wild cat Clans have lived in
peace and harmony for many moons, but now strange messages from their warrior ancestors speak of
a terrifying new prophecy and a mysterious danger. Six cats, including young Brambleclaw of
ThunderClan, must embark on an unprecedented journey, with the fate of the entire forest in their paws.
The strength and courage of the greatest warriors will be put to the test as the prophecy unfolds—and
the quest to save the Clans begins. Supports the Common Core State Standards
Knockdown Jul 27 2019 JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. WHERE THE WILL DEFIES FEAR. They call him
“The Rig Warrior.” Name: Barry Rivers. Occupation: Long haul trucker. Special skills: Defender of
freedom. Patriot. Government sanctioned killer. A NATION OFF THE RAILS No one saw the first attack
coming. A perfectly orchestrated assault on a mass-transit railroad line that left countless Americans
dead. Then came more attacks. More rail systems sabotaged. More civilian lives lost. Intelligence
experts are convinced this is no ordinary terrorist attack. To pull off something like this, it would take a
deep-state traitor with dark foreign connections. And to stop them, it will take someone who isn’t afraid

to shed blood. A HERO OFF THE GRID Enter Barry Rivers, the Rig Warrior. An urban legend in the
intelligence community, Rivers has been living off the radar for years. But when he sees his country
under attack, he reaches out to his son in the FBI to track down the enemies in our own government.
To these high-ranking traitors, Rivers is a threat to their global agenda. But when Rivers revs up his
tricked-out 18-wheeler—and goes after a runaway train on a collision course with disaster—all bets are
off. The war is on. And with Barry Rivers at the wheel, it’s going to be the ultimate knockdown, drag-out
fight for America’s future . . . Live Free. Read Hard.
Warriors Box Set: Volumes 1 to 3 May 05 2020 Join the legion of fans who have made Erin Hunter’s
Warriors series a #1 national bestseller! This box set—featuring striking new art—includes the first three
books in the Warriors series and is the perfect introduction to the epic adventure and thrilling fantasy of
the Warriors world. For generations, four Clans of wild cats have shared the forest according to the
laws laid down by their warrior ancestors. But now the ThunderClan cats are in grave danger, and
sinister ShadowClan grows stronger every day. In the midst of this turmoil appears an ordinary house
cat named Rusty…who may yet turn out to be the bravest warrior of them all. Supports the Common
Core State Standards
Warriors: Dawn of the Clans #6: Path of Stars
Oct 29 2019 Discover the origins of the warrior Clans in
the sixth and final book of this thrilling Warriors prequel series from #1 nationally bestselling author Erin
Hunter. The Dawn of the Clans series takes readers back to the earliest days of the Clans, when the
cats first settled in the forest and began to forge the warrior code. After moons of strife, the forest cats
have settled into five camps. But now the dangerous rogue Slash has kidnapped Clear Sky's mate, Star
Flower, and made demands for prey that the cats cannot afford to meet. Desperate to save Star Flower,
Clear Sky must convince the other groups—led by Tall Shadow, Wind Runner, Thunder, and River
Ripple—to join forces, or their new way of life may not survive. Dawn of the Clans #6: Path of Stars also
includes a sneak peek at the next Warriors series, A Vision of Shadows!
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